
Bo Smit
BLOGGER &  CONTENT CREATOR

Hi there, I'm Bo!
I'm a natural lifestyle blogger and content creator passionate about living
naturally and improving my health and the health of the earth.

www.earthyvibes.org @eearthyvibes

INSTAGRAM

Why I'm Here
I write and create content about natural living, health & wellness, natural beauty and
sustainability. My goal is to inspire women to live naturally and improve their health
and well-being in harmony with the earth. I look to collaborate with companies and
businesses that promote natural and earth friendly products or services. 
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A little more about Earthy Vibes
Earthy Vibes is a blog all about living a natural lifestyle. Every month I write a long,
in depth and high quality blog post about one of the categories of my blog, which
are: natural living, natural beauty, health & wellness and sustainability. With the
monthly blog post also comes a monthly newsletter to my loyal email subscribers. 

When I make claims about health or other facts, I always make sure to include
reliable sources to back them up. I do this because I want Earthy Vibes to be a blog
with information my readers can trust. 

I have multiple posts that are ranked nr 1 on Google which keeps drawing in new
readers from all over the world to my blog daily.

On Instagram I post content about my natural lifestyle, share daily stories and
connect on a more personal level with my followers. I also create reels that get 1-20k
views each. In my DMs I get personal messages with questions, which natural
products I recommend or just people telling me they like what I do and showing
interest!

HERE ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF THE
FEEDBACK I GET!



Previous collaborations
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Glimja - Sponsored blog post
Glimja is a sustainable health food store. In my
sponsored blog post I tried and reviewed natural make-
up products and wrote about the importance of natural
makeup alternatives.

Contact me

@eearthyvibes

earthyvibes.org

bo.smit1997@hotmail.com

(last updated January 2024)

SERVICES
✧ Sponsored Blog Post
✧ Sponsored Instagram Post
✧ Freelance Writing
✧ Product Reviews
✧ Content Creation

Suntribe - Sponsored blog post
Suntribe is a non-toxic sunscreen brand. In my
sponsored blog post I tried and reviewed some of their
natural products and linked it to my other blog post
explaining the importance of using natural sunscreen.

https://www.instagram.com/eearthyvibes/
https://earthyvibes.org/spring-makeup-natural-products/
https://earthyvibes.org/spring-makeup-natural-products/
https://earthyvibes.org/suntribe-products-review/
https://earthyvibes.org/suntribe-products-review/

